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™

Task Seating
Fern is a new movement for the human experience. It’s a benchmark in task seating
for people at work, a chair that responds to you. Fern eliminates the structural barriers
inherent in other task chairs—like hard edges and limited flex, which create discomfort
and lead to distraction—so people can perform at their best.
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Total Back Support
Fern enhances the sitting experience by providing the ability to
move with natural freedom, comfort, and total support. Wave
Suspension™ is the heart of the chair and the key to its back
comfort and flexibility, embracing the performance demands
of today’s workers. It supports the total back, enveloping your
body to enhance your sitting experience.
The system looks simple, but it contains intricate science and
engineering. Much like the human body’s spinal anatomy, Fern’s
responsive motion flows from a centralized Stem™ that supports a
series of Fronds™. Overlaying the Fronds and Stem, the Cradle™ works
in concert with them for effortless support, cradling and suspending
your body. Based on over ten years of scientific research, Fern is
continually ranked the most comfortable task chair by users.

Seating

4-D arms – Height-adjustable arms fluidly move fore, aft, side to
side, and pivot in and out.
Mechanism – Synchronized 3-point tilt enables a comfortable,
relaxed posture.
Pneumatic height adjustment – Ensures comfort of the lower
limbs by avoiding pressure on the underside of the thighs.
Back stop – 5-position back stop adjusts from upright to reclined.
Forward tilt – Allows the seat pan to move 5° downward from its
initial position, for varying posture throughout the day.

Colors, Materials, Finishes
11 standard mesh colors and 24 graded-in COM mesh colors—
from expressive to constrained and warm to cool. A faux leather
upholstery option is also available.

Features
The ability to fine-tune for comfort and fit is especially important
for longer term, focused work. Fern offers a wide range of tactile,
intuitive, ergonomic adjustments that are easy to find and use—
no matter your size or shape.
Back – Provides total back support, from the pelvic and lumbar
region to the thoracic region.

Certifications
• GREENGUARD® Gold certified
• BIFMA level 3® certified
• Certified by US Ergonomics consulting firm

Awards and Innovations

Height-adjustable lumbar support – Adjusts up and down.
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Statement of Line

To learn more, visit haworth.com.

Seat – Upholstered foam seat provides comfort under the thighs.
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